
Watches in art galleries; jewellery 
as high culture; what on earth is 
going on? Claire Adler profiles 

the new crossover between 
luxury and art

But Is It Art?
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urveyors of some of the rarest jewellery and watches in the world 
have extended their repertoires of late. Certain designers have decided 

that their work isn’t just decoration for beautiful people with deep pockets. Rather, 
it merits the hushed awe and reverence of art. Top-flight luxury companies were 
never strangers to guest-list-only, price-on-application events, but now they’re 
showing o! their pieces as if they were paintings or sculptures, with gallery 
openings, retrospectives, preparatory sketches and all the attendant seriousness and 
cultural glamour of high art. 

In the past year, designers Shaun Leane and Robert Procop have both 
succeeded in turning the making of jewellery into an art, fashion and cultural event 
in its own right. 

For 14 years Shaun Leane conceived mind-blowing catwalk jewellery while 
collaborating with the late fashion designer Alexander McQueen. While in Hong 
Kong recently to open his first South-East Asian store, Leane set up a temporary 
exhibition in Hong Kong’s contemporary arts venue, the Fringe Club. "e show 
featured sketches of his collections and stunning examples of his collaborative 
work with some of fashion and luxury’s biggest names, from McQueen to Sarah 
Jessica Parker, Boucheron and De Beers Forevermark. "e highlight was his 
masterpiece Contra Mundum, a platinum armour glove encrusted with 5,000 pavé 
diamonds, inspired by the designer and haute couture collector Daphne Guinness.

Such is the current appetite for jewels displayed as art that the showstopping 
diamond glove was later on show at Art Rocks, the first jewellery exhibition at 
Mayfair contemporary gallery Shizaru, co-curated by jewellery expert Joanna 
Hardy. Other dazzling pieces included daringly intricate work by Sevan Biçakçi 
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and a mesmerising 144-carat paraiba tourmaline and gold 
bangle by Leo De Vroomen, crafted with a millennia-old 
repoussé hammering and punching technique.

Meanwhile, Robert Procop, the former Asprey CEO who 
left with his top client, Angelina Jolie, and now designs with 
her, has held invitation-only exhibitions documenting the 
making of his emerald jewels in Hong Kong, Cannes and 
Dubai. Usually to be found jetting between his creative studio 
in Beverly Hills, gemstone laboratory in Geneva and o#ces in 
New York and Hong Kong, Procop installed himself in 
Monaco for the duration of last year’s Cannes Film Festival. 
Away from the main tourist thoroughfares, in the SEM-ART 
contemporary arts gallery, jewellery was transformed into art: 
storyboards and drawings of the creative process behind the 
collection adorned blackened walls. A presentation on the 

P!"#$%&' ()*": Shaun Leane’s 
platinum armour glove, 

Contra Mundum.
R$*+,: Geneva’s MAD Gallery.

B"-%.: a piece from Sevan 
Biçakçi’s Art Rocks collection.  

B%,,%/: Shaun Leane’s 
bespoke $istle brooch created  

for Sarah Jessica Parker
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collection’s philanthropic element that saw a portion 
of sales revenue directed to Jolie’s charity, Children of 
Conflict, ran alongside. 

Art, occasion and charity; add in the occasional 
Hollywood, or even better, royal visitor, and such 
events become a marketing man’s dream. Princess 
Charlene of Monaco came to see Robert Procop in 
Cannes just days before her wedding. Shaun Leane’s 
guest lists have featured clients including Kate 
Moss and Tom Ford. O!ering limited access to 
such events enables luxury companies to bring 
memorable experiences to those who know the 
right people. "ey also add immeasurable kudos to 
the brand, its craftspeople and designers. And they 
don’t half shift product.

"is summer, to coincide with the Olympics, 
London watch mogul Marcus Margulies plans a 
display in his shrine of a New Bond Street boutique, 
which he is calling ‘the apex of watchmaking’. "e 
five-floor Marcus store, with its dramatic glass 
stairwell and its underground watch vault, looks like 
a contemporary art museum anyway. Its architect, 
Eva Jiricna, has put her hand to projects at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum and the Sir John 
Soane Museum. Now, Marcus’s forthcoming 
exhibition, which also celebrates his own 70th 
birthday, with 70 vintage timepieces by Audemars 
Piguet dating from 1899 to 1970, as well as high 
jewellery and unique masterpieces from the likes of 
Hublot and Piaget, and box set catalogues like those 

‘We see our horological machines  
as an artistic form of watchmaking, 
which could easily be sold in an art 
gallery instead of a watch store’

A0%#": an intricate statement 
ring from Sevan Biçakçi’s Art 
Rocks collection
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B"-%.: Robert Procop’s  
cushion emerald necklace from 

his Style of Jolie collection.  
B%,,%/: the Konstantin Beta 

sit-on toy by Nika Zupanc

produced by leading art dealers, will surely 
take his museum concept to a new level.

Elsewhere, artists can be found toying 
with jewellery and watches in new ways. 
Gallerist Louisa Guinness sells jewellery 
made by contemporary artists including 
Anish Kapoor and Ron Arad. 

When Damien Hirst teamed up with 
Italian watchmakers Panerai as part of a 
Panerai-sponsored show at Milan’s Triennale 
Design Museum, he used black Panerai 
watch faces without hands to create his 
Beautiful Sunflower paintings, reminiscent of 
the seeds in the head of a sunflower. ‘I hope 
the painting makes you think, we are here 
for a good time, not a long time,’ he said, in 
a comment likely to have had many a 
Panerai fan viewing the watch on their wrist 
in an entirely new light.

But perhaps the most intriguing and 
compelling of all is Geneva’s MAD Gallery, 
the brainchild of maverick watchmaker 
Max Büsser. "is isn’t a watch boutique by 
any stretch of the imagination, but it does 
sell the watches from MB&F, or Max 
Büsser and Friends. Büsser, who calls his 
most outlandish watches Horological 
Machines, refers to his gallery as a ‘3D 
blog’. "at’s because the place o!ers an 
insight into his own aesthetic inclinations 
and into a parallel world of creators whose 
rarefied work he admires. MAD stands for 
Mechanical Art Devices.

‘We regroup selected works of art, 
design and photography that turn around 
the concept of machines,’ says Büsser. ‘We 
see our horological machines as a 
contemporary and artistic form of 

Art, occasion and charity – add in the occasional Hollywood, or 
even better, royal visitor, and it’s a marketing man’s dream
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watchmaking, which could easily be sold in 
an art gallery instead of a watch store.’ 

Büsser’s clients range from Formula 
One champions to architects and 
industrialists on the hunt for something 
individual. Having auctioned o! his watch 
in the shape of a gold panda bear flying 
on twin jets in Monaco for $170,000, he 
now o!ers kinetic sculptures, including 
hands that clap on demand; colourful 
children’s cars by Nika Zupanc; and 
thought-provoking photography amid 
white-washed brick walls and sumptuous 
display cases. One of the MAD Gallery’s 
star performers is Frank Buchwald, a 
former illustrator turned metalwork 
designer, who creates striking and 
intricate lamps. 

Büsser’s newest watches are five times 
oversubscribed, but he says money is not 
the driving force behind the gallery; it’s the 

handpicked, rarefied element that 
motivates him. ‘To be coherent with our 
concept of Friends, as in MB+F, we need to 
really like the artists and creators as human 
beings. I curate every piece myself,’ he says.

"e aim of jewellers and horologists 
seems clear: elevating top-end products to 
the status of art imbues them with 
intangibles beyond the material value and 
even craftsmanship they represent. It 
confirms buyers’ good taste and su!uses 
perusing and buying luxury products with 
the kind of rich experiences and memories 
so popular with marketing men. Art lovers 
may also be persuaded by luxury as art, 
especially if they’re still woozy after 
Damien Hirst’s 2007 For the Love of God, 
the notorious £50m diamond-encrusted 
skull. At the very least, the strategy seems 
to be keeping even sceptics lingering and 
ogling that little bit longer.  

FRANK!BUCHWALD!
LIGHTING"!MAD!GALLERY"!
GENEVA
Berlin-based Buchwald hand 
burnishes up to 200 individual 
components of raw steel and 
brass to form a gleaming black 
structure (above). Bulbs and light 
tubes with partially visible 
filaments create a so# warm glow. 

SHAUN!LEANE’S!GLOVE!
FOR!DAPHNE!GUINNESS
Five years in the making, this 
bespoke glove bears cascading 
diamond birds. The cu$ can be 
worn alone or extended into an 
evening glove. 

SEVAN!BIÇAKÇI"!SHIZARU!
GALLERY"!LONDON
Thanks to the carvings on the 
back of a dome-shaped gemstone, 
inspired by Istanbul’s sultan 
mosques, Sevan Biçakçi’s 
breathtakingly intricate Sultan 
Mosque ring has a sculptural 
appearance.

HISTORIC!AND!
CONTEMPORARY! 
WATCH!EXHIBITION"!
MARCUS"!LONDON
July to October 2012
‘The pieces in this exhibition, 
including Audemars Piguet’s most 
complicated watches, will blow 
people’s brains out. The most 
expensive piece is well into seven 
figures,’ says Marcus Margulies.

ROBERT!PROCOP!
EXCEPTIONAL!JEWELS
Robert Procop’s substantial but 
surprisingly light Colombian 
emerald line bracelet was worn by 
Angelina Jolie at a recent Cannes 
photocall. She also co-designed 
the piece. You can view it, but by 
appointment only. 

PRECIOUS !PIECES

A0%#": Marcus 
Margulies’s New 

Bond Street 
boutique, which he 

calls ‘the apex of 
watchmaking’

&e Marcus store, with its dramatic  
glass stairwell and underground watch 

vault, looks like a contemporary art museum


